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Abstract.
As a strategy for responding to climate change, aerosol geoengineering (AG) carries
various risks, thus raising ethical concerns regarding its potential deployment. I examine three
ethical arguments that AG ought not to be deployed, given that it (1) risks harming persons, (2)
would harm persons, and (3) would be more harmful to persons than some other available
strategy. I show that these arguments are not successful. Instead, I defend a fourth argument: in
scenarios in which all available climate change strategies would result in net harm, we ought to
adopt the strategy that would result in the least net harm. Barring substantial cuts in greenhouse
gas emissions, we can reasonably expect future scenarios in which all available strategies would
result in net harm. In such cases, there is good reason to suspect that AG would result in less net
harm than emissions mitigation, adaptation, or other geoengineering strategies.

Introduction.
In this paper, I address the question of whether aerosol geoengineering (AG) ought to be
deployed as a response to climate change. First, I distinguish AG from emissions mitigation,
adaptation, and other geoengineering strategies. Second, I discuss advantages and disadvantages
of AG, including its potential to result in substantial harm to some persons. Third, I critique three
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arguments against AG deployment, suggesting reasons why these arguments should be rejected.
Fourth, I consider an argument that, in scenarios in which all available climate change strategies
would result in net harm to persons, we ought to adopt that response to climate change which
would result in the least net harm. I suggest that under certain conditions, such as a climate
emergency scenario, the least harmful climate change strategy plausibly could involve
deployment of AG. The implication is that, despite the risks of harm associated with it, in certain
situations AG could be (or be part of) a climate change strategy that is ethically preferable to
other available strategies.

Mitigation, Adaptation, Geoengineering.
Climate change could result in severe harm for some persons 1 through various impacts,
including sea-level rise, ocean acidification, droughts, and an increase in the frequency of severe
weather events (IPCC 2007b). Partly because anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases are
the driving forces behind these potentially harmful impacts, climate change raises a number of
ethical issue (Singer 2004, 14-50; Gardiner 2004). But what ought to be done to reduce or, if
feasible, eliminate the harm that climate change threatens to cause? Frequently discussed options
include mitigating greenhouse gas emissions (Nordhaus 2001) and adapting to the impacts of
climate change (Lobell et al. 2008). A more radical option is geoengineering, or the intentional,
large-scale manipulation of the Earth’s environment (Keith 2001). In recent years, a growing
number of scientists has called for more research on geoengineering as a potential response to
climate change (Crutzen 2006; Shepherd 2009; MacCracken 2006; Keith, Parson, and Morgan
2010).
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Geoengineering techniques can be divided into two categories. First, carbon dioxide
(CO2) removal would reduce the quantity of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, either by
trapping emissions at their sources or by drawing CO2 directly out of the atmosphere, such as by
using air scrubbers or growing large phytoplankton blooms in the oceans in order to absorb
atmospheric CO2 (Shepherd 2009, 9-23). Once captured, the CO2 could be sequestered
underground or in the deep ocean. If it works as planned, this would cancel the warming effect
the sequestered CO2 otherwise would have had in the atmosphere. However, the costs of some
forms of CO2 removal are currently projected to be quite high (Shepherd 2009, table 5.1).
Further, the effectiveness of some forms of CO2 removal, such as fertilizing the oceans with iron
in order to foster the growth of phytoplankton, is itself questionable (Strong et al. 2009).
A second category of geoengineering is solar radiation management, which would alter
the quantity of solar radiation that is absorbed by the Earth’s surface. In the context of climate
change, SRM could be utilized to induce global cooling, thus counter-balancing the warming
effect of atmospheric greenhouse gases. If it works, this form of geoengineering could avoid
some of the potentially harmful impacts of climate change, such as sea-level rise caused by
melting ice sheets (MacCracken 2009). Possible solar radiation management techniques include
installing orbital space mirrors to reduce the quantity of radiation entering Earth’s atmosphere
(Keith 2001) and marine cloud brightening to increase cloud albedo and reflect some solar
radiation back into space (Jones, Haywood, and Boucher 2011). For the remainder of this paper,
I will focus on what is perhaps the most often-discussed geoengineering technique in the
scientific literature, namely AG, which would inject sulfate precursor (e.g., SO2) particles into
the stratosphere, thus increasing the Earth’s albedo and reducing the quantity of solar radiation
reaching the Earth’s surface. This would simulate the effects of a volcanic eruption (Brewer
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2007), reflecting some incoming sunlight back into space and thus providing a kind of sun shade
that leads to global cooling. Since the degree of cooling can be altered depending on the quantity
of aerosols injected into the stratosphere (Irvine, Ridgwell, and Lunt 2010), AG could be used as
a global thermostat, turning down the temperature to counter-balance the global warming caused
by increased concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases, potentially avoiding some (but not
all) of the potentially harmful impacts of climate change.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Aerosol Geoengineering.
Aerosol geoengineering is expected to have certain advantages over other responses to
climate change. Authors who have urged further research on AG have noted that it appears to be
fast (Keith, Parson, and Morgan 2010), inexpensive (Barrett 2008), and capable of averting or
diminishing some of the harmful impacts of climate change (MacCracken 2009). First, sulfate
precursor aerosols seem to have a rapid impact on global temperatures, providing a significant
cooling effect shortly after being injected into the stratosphere (Robock, Oman, and Stenchikov
2008). AG would be much faster than emissions mitigation, for example, since reducing or even
eliminating emissions would not have an immediate, substantial effect on global temperatures.
Given the long atmospheric lifetime of CO2 of centuries to millennia (Archer and Brovkin 2008),
past emissions would continue to contribute to climate change. 2 Second, AG is expected to be
relatively inexpensive, costing much less than emissions mitigation (Barrett 2008; Teller et al.
2003). Further, AG could also be much less expensive than adaptation, depending on the severity
of the impacts to which humans would need to adapt (IPCC 2007a). 3 Third, if it works, AG
could be used to avert or reduce certain potentially harmful impacts of climate change, such as
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sea-level rise that threatens persons living in coastal regions (MacCracken 2009) or reductions in
agricultural productivity (Morgan and Ricke 2011, 13).
Yet proponents of further research also recognize that AG is “imperfect” (Keith, Parson,
and Morgan 2010, 426). I examine four disadvantages of AG, namely that it would not address
ocean acidification, that it could alter regional precipitation patterns, that it is subject to abrupt
discontinuation, and that it is prone to unilateral deployment. 4 Each of these disadvantages
makes AG potentially harmful to some persons. Accordingly, the prospect of AG deployment
raises significant ethical concerns (Gardiner 2010; Jamieson 1996; Svoboda et al. 2011). I
consider each of these four disadvantages in turn.
First, increased ocean acidification is caused by elevated concentrations of atmospheric
CO2. As more CO2 is emitted into the atmosphere, more is absorbed by the oceans, thus reducing
ocean pH (Doney 2006; Doney et al. 2009). This change in ocean chemistry could interfere with
the ability of some marine organisms (e.g., corals) to form shells of calcium carbonate, which in
turn could have a deleterious impact of coral reef ecosystems (Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007).
Unfortunately, AG would not address this problem, because it only compensates for global
warming by initiating some degree of global cooling. AG would not slow or reverse the
increasing concentrations of atmospheric CO2 that are driving ocean acidification.
Second, climate model simulations suggest that deploying AG could alter precipitation
patterns, significantly reducing average annual precipitation in some regions (Matthews and
Caldeira 2007). For example, AG could disrupt the Asian and African summer monsoons
(Robock, Oman, and Stenchikov 2008) and potentially lead to droughts (Trenberth and Dai
2007). Precipitation change could also reduce agricultural productivity (although cf. Pongratz et
al. 2012) and access to freshwater in some regions (Robock, Oman, and Stenchikov 2008). The
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degree to which AG impacts precipitation might depend on the quantity of aerosols that is
injected into the stratosphere, with higher quantities tending to contribute to greater disruptions
in precipitation (Irvine, Ridgwell, and Lunt 2010).
Third, once AG is deployed, there is a risk that it could be abruptly discontinued, leading
to rapid climate change as aerosols dissipate (Goes, Keller, and Tuana 2011; Ross and Matthews
2009). Since sulfate aerosols have an atmospheric lifetime of only a few years (Rasch, Crutzen,
and Coleman 2008), new stratospheric injections must be continually administered in order to
maintain a constant concentration of aerosols and hence a stable cooling effect. If this
maintenance should fail (e.g., due to war, terrorism, or technological malfunctions), the aerosols
already in the stratosphere would disperse within several years, allowing global temperatures to
increase rapidly (Goes, Keller, and Tuana 2011).
Fourth, given that AG is relatively inexpensive and does not require international
agreement in order to be implemented, a single state could deploy AG unilaterally (Victor 2008;
Victor et al. 2009). Unlike effective mitigation, which requires that various agents cooperate in
cutting their emissions, AG could be deployed by one state over the objections of other states.
Since different regions could be affected in different ways by AG (Irvine, Ridgwell, and Lunt
2010; Robock, Oman, and Stenchikov 2008), unilateral deployment by one state could be
contrary to the interests of others, thus creating the potential for geopolitical conflicts (Victor et
al. 2009). It is unclear how likely it would be that a single state would decide to deploy AG
unilaterally, however. While Horton (2011) argues that states would have incentives to cooperate
in deployment, Barrett (2008) notes that states especially vulnerable to climate change could
have an interest in rejecting cooperation in favor of unilateralism. For the purposes of this paper,
I only note that unilateral deployment of AG is a potential scenario.
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The Ethics of Aerosols Geoengineering.
The four disadvantages of AG discussed above have ethical significance. One reason for
this is that ocean acidification, precipitation change, abrupt discontinuation, or unilateral
deployment could result in substantial harm to persons, thus raising questions about whether that
harm is ethically permissible. For example, ocean acidification could harm persons who depend
on coral reef ecosystems for coastal protection or economic income from tourism (HoeghGuldberg et al. 2007), precipitation change could harm persons who experience drought or
famine in affected regions (Robock, Oman, and Stenchikov 2008), discontinuous AG could harm
future generations through rapid climate change (Goes, Keller, and Tuana 2011; Svoboda et al.
2011), and unilateral AG could harm persons in states that do not consent to AG deployment
(Victor et al. 2009). Clearly, AG requires ethical evaluation.
Svoboda et al. (2011) argue that AG faces serious challenges to satisfying the
requirements of most if not all theories of justice, including both egalitarian and desert-based
theories (Rawls 1999; Dworkin 1981, 1981; Sen 1982; Arneson 1989; Olsaretti 2007).
Specifically, we contend (1) that AG-induced precipitation change could harm some persons
much more than others, potentially leading to a distributively unjust outcome; 5 (2) that deploying
AG could burden future generations with the risk of discontinuous AG, thus potentially violating
intergenerational justice; and (3) that unilateral deployment of AG would exclude various
persons affected by AG from contributing to the decision process concerning whether it should
be deployed, thus potentially violating procedural justice. While this analysis raises ethical
concerns regarding the potential deployment of AG, it does not necessarily imply that AG ought
not to be deployed. The mere fact that some climate change strategy threatens to harm some
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persons, even in potentially unjust ways, does not automatically entail that this strategy ought not
to be adopted. In order to determine whether a potentially harmful strategy ought to be adopted,
further arguments should be considered. I will now examine four such arguments. The first three
conclude that AG ought not to be deployed, whereas the fourth concludes that we ought to adopt
the climate change strategy that would result in the least net harm to persons.

Risks of Harm Due to Aerosol Geoengineering (Argument 1).
If, contrary to my claim, it was the case that AG ought not to be deployed simply because
it threatens to harm persons, something like the following argument (call it A1) would need to be
sound:

P1: If we deploy AG, it could result in harm to some persons.
P2: We ought not to do anything that could result in harm to some persons.
C1: Therefore we ought not to deploy AG.

This argument is unsound because P2 is false. We are warranted in taking P2 to be false because
it has very implausible implications. Since virtually all actions carry some risk of harm (i.e., they
could result in harm to persons), P2 proscribes virtually all actions. It is instructive to try
searching for examples of actions that do not carry risks of harming someone, whether oneself or
another. By driving a car one risks striking a pedestrian; going outdoors carries a risk of
developing skin cancer due to exposure to ultraviolent radiation, even if one takes precautions; a
doctor performing surgery risks injuring or killing her patient; and so on. Most of us often find
these risks negligible and worth taking, but this suggests that we really do not accept P2. If one
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was to adopt P2 as a principle, it frequently would counsel inaction regarding even very low-risk
activities. 6 I assume that this is an unacceptable implication. Accordingly, we should reject P2
and hence A1 as well.

Harm Resulting from Aerosol Geoengineering (Argument 2).
One might revise A1 in order to avoid this objection. Consider the following argument
(call it A2):

P3: If we deployed AG, it would result in harm to some persons.
P4: We ought not to do anything that would result in harm to some persons.
C1: Therefore we ought not to deploy AG.

Unlike A1, this argument does not claim that AG merely threatens harm to persons (i.e., that it
could harm them) but rather that, if deployed, it would in fact result in harm to persons. Hence,
A2 is not prone to the objection that it implausibly proscribes any action or policy that merely
carries some risk of harm. Moreover, P3 seems true—it is virtually certain that some person or
persons would be harmed by an AG strategy, whether due to ocean acidification, precipitation
change, abrupt discontinuation, unilateralism, or some other impact. Hence, whether A2 is sound
hinges on the truth or falsity of P4.
Accepting P4 has very implausible implications. There are situations in which, as a
matter of common sense, one is permitted to cause harm to a person, whether oneself or another.
Examples might include self-defense against a malicious assailant or administering
chemotherapy to a cancer patient. Each of these examples involves causing harm to some person,
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but it would be implausible to hold that a victim of attack is not permitted to defend himself
against his assailant or that an oncologist is not permitted to administer chemotherapy (which
certainly causes the patient to be harmed, even if it leads to eventual benefits) to her patient. If
one holds that causing harm is justified in cases like these, then by consistency one should not
accept P4, since the principle contained in that premise proscribes performing any action that
would result in harm to persons.
Further, it is possible that there are scenarios in which all available courses of action
would result in harm to persons. In such cases, complying with P4 would require one to reject all
available courses of action, even if one of those courses of action was much less harmful than
inaction. Yet this seems irresponsible. In a situation in which one has the option of either
performing some slightly harmful action or allowing substantial harm to accrue by doing
nothing, it seems that one ought to perform the slightly harmful action. Consider Peter Singer’s
well-known example of a person who encounters a drowning child in a shallow pond (Singer
1972, 231). If one does nothing, the child will die, which would be substantially harmful to the
child as well as his family and friends. Yet if one dives into the water to save the child, the
rescuer’s shoes will be soiled, which (we may assume) would be slightly harmful to the rescuer.
No one seriously accepts the view that one should not attempt to rescue the drowning child
because it would ruin one’s shoes, yet this is the course of action that would be prescribed by P4
in this situation. If one ought not to do anything that would result in harm to some persons, and
attempting to rescue the child would harm a person (namely oneself), then one ought not to
attempt to rescue the child. But this conclusion is untenable, which suggests that P4 should not
be accepted.
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Arguably, climate change provides a scenario in which all available courses of action
would result in harm for some persons. The available strategies include emissions mitigation,
adaptation, geoengineering, or some hybrid of these (Wigley 2006). Emissions mitigation cannot
prevent the harmful impacts resulting from the climate change to which we are already
committed due to past emissions (Wetherald 2001), and realistic mitigation targets might not be
sufficient to avoid additional harmful impacts from future emissions (Solomon et al. 2009). 7
Adaptation measures could be insufficient to avoid all harm due to impacts from climate change,
such as harm to persons living in small island developing states, whose territories could
disappear due to sea-level rise (Byravan and Rajan 2010). As far as I am aware, all
geoengineering techniques would probably result in harm for some persons, not only AG
(Robock 2008). Finally, it is doubtful that a hybrid strategy can be found that would not harm
some persons. For example, combining mitigation with AG (Wigley 2006), although it might
reduce the harm that would result from either strategy on its own, probably would still harm
some persons, e.g. through precipitation change. Thus, it is arguably the case that all available
responses to climate change would result in harm to persons, although some could be
substantially less harmful than others. If it is the case that all available climate change strategies
would result in harm to persons, and if one accepts P4, then by consistency one should hold that
none of these strategies should be adopted and that we ought instead to do nothing about climate
change. If this seems implausible, then we should reject P4 and hence A2 as well.

The Relative Harmfulness of Different Strategies (Argument 3).
Taking account of this difficulty with A2, one might put forward the following argument
instead (call it A3):
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P5: If we deployed AG as a climate change strategy, it would result in more harm to
persons than some other available climate change strategy.
P6: We ought not to adopt any climate change strategy that would result in more harm to
persons than some other available strategy.
C2: Therefore we ought not to deploy AG as a climate change strategy.

This argument relies on an ethical principle (P6) that is specific to climate change, which
arguably allows us to avoid the problems associated with A2. 8 First, unlike P4, P6 does not
proscribe all harmful actions but instead holds that a climate change strategy should not be
adopted if some other available strategy is less harmful. This is more plausible than P4, because
accepting P6 is compatible with adopting a climate change strategy that causes harm to persons,
provided that such a strategy results in less harm than all other available strategies. Accordingly,
if all available climate change strategies would result in harm to persons, those who accept P6
need not reject all those strategies in favor of inaction.
Yet it is not clear whether P5 is true. As discussed above, mitigation strategies also could
result in substantial harm to persons, given both that mitigation cannot reduce committed climate
change and that realistic emissions cuts might be insufficient to avoid additional harmful
impacts. Likewise, adaptation strategies could result in harm to persons as well, given that the
more severe impacts of climate change might outstrip realistic adaptation measures. Whether the
harm resulting from mitigation or adaptation strategies would be greater or less than the harm
resulting from AG (or some other geoengineering strategy) is uncertain. Hence, it is unclear
whether P5 is true.
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Further, P5 might be true at a certain point in time yet false at another, given that it is a
contingent matter of fact whether or not AG would be more harmful than other climate change
strategies. For example, it is possible that an aggressive mitigation strategy implemented within
the next five years (say) would result in substantially less harm than an AG strategy deployed
within the next five years. If so, then P5 would be true at present. But imagine that an aggressive
mitigation strategy is not adopted in the near future and that rates of greenhouse gas emissions
continue to accelerate. In this unfortunately plausible scenario (Solomon et al. 2009), it might
become the case that in the future a mitigation strategy would result in more harm than an AG
strategy. Given that AG can quickly reduce global temperatures (Keith, Parson, and Morgan
2010), and given that mitigation cannot reduce committed climate change due to past emissions,
P5 could become false in the relatively near future even if it is true now. Accordingly, in
evaluating A3, one would need to know when and under what conditions AG is being deployed
in order to decide whether it is more or less harmful than other available climate change
strategies.
Finally, it is controversial whether the principle contained in P6 should be accepted,
because it implies that we ought to adopt a climate change strategy only if it would result in less
total harm than any other available strategy. A rival principle is that we ought to adopt a climate
change strategy only if it is on balance most beneficial, or if it results in the greatest net benefit.
This is a rival principle because adopting the strategy that results in the greatest net benefit could
entail rejecting the strategy that results in the least (total) harm, since that latter strategy might
not deliver the greatest net benefit. Imagine a scenario in which climate change strategy A results
in substantial total harm but even greater total benefit, such that it delivers a net benefit, whereas
strategy B results in significantly less total harm but only miniscule total benefit, such that it
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produces no net benefit. 9 In such a case, both the resultant total harm and the net benefit of A is
greater than the resultant total harm and the net benefit of B. If one accepts P6, then by
consistency one may not advocate strategy A over strategy B. Some will find this implausible. If
one is sympathetic to classic utilitarianism (Mill 2008 [1861]), for example, then it might seem
that one ought to adopt strategy A, since on balance it is more beneficial than strategy B (e.g.,
because it maximizes happiness). Of course, one need not be a classic utilitarian or even a
consequentialist in order to think that one ought to adopt strategies that are on balance more
beneficial than their competitors. For example, Kantians could hold that A ought to be adopted
because it is required by a duty to promote the happiness of others (Kant 1996 [1797], 6:452-4).
Conversely, negative utilitarians, who accept the ethical principle that one ought to minimize
harms rather than maximize benefits (Popper 2002), might prefer strategy B to strategy A.
However, negative utilitarianism has certain implausible implications (Smart 1958), such as that
a world with neither harms nor benefits is preferable to a world with minor harms and great
benefits. It is not my purpose here to determine whether the principle contained in P6 is true but
only to note that it is controversial, thus making A3 controversial as well.

Adopting the Strategy Resulting in the Least Net Harm (Argument 4).
There is a way to avoid this controversy. Consider the following argument (call it A4):

P7: If every available climate change strategy would result in net harm to persons, then
we ought to adopt that strategy that would result in the least net harm to persons.
P8: Every available climate change strategy would result in net harm to persons.
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C3: Therefore we ought to adopt that response to climate change that would result in the
least net harm to persons.

Given P7, this argument covers only cases in which all available climate change strategies are on
balance harmful. In such a situation, so the argument goes, we ought to adopt that available
strategy that would result in the least net harm to persons. Hence, the proponent of A4 can avoid
the controversial commitments of the proponent of A3, given that the former holds only that if all
available strategies are on balance harmful, then we should adopt that strategy that would result
in the least net harm. Note also that a principle directing one to adopt that strategy resulting in
the greatest net benefit would be of no use in such a situation, since no such strategy would be
available.
As an ethical principle, P7 appears to be more plausible than P2, P4, or P6. Intuitively, it
seems reasonable that, given an unfortunate choice among several courses of action that all result
in net harm , one should adopt that course of action that is on balance least harmful. At the very
least, it would seem that one has a very strong, pro tanto ethical reason to adopt the least harmful
(on balance) course of action in such situations. Whether one has an all-things-considered ethical
reason to do so is perhaps less clear, although some consequentialists might have no quarrel with
accepting this. Others, however, might object that the net harm of actions is not the only ethically
relevant factor to consider. For example, one might hold that considerations of distributive
justice also matter in determining what climate change strategy ought to be adopted (Svoboda et
al. 2011). Imagine that our choice is restricted to two climate change strategies, C and D, both of
which result in net harm to persons. Suppose that strategy C results in slightly more net harm
than strategy D, but that the harm resulting from C is distributed justly among persons whereas
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the harm resulting from D is distributed unjustly among persons. Depending on one’s
commitments in ethical theory, one might hold that strategy C ought to be adopted instead of
strategy D. For someone who holds this, even in a scenario in which all available climate change
strategies would result in net harm, the fact that some particular strategy would result in less net
harm than any other does not yield an all-things-considered ethical reason to adopt that strategy,
given that the least harmful strategy might result in a distributively unjust outcome. 10 On this
view, P7 would not be true as stated, because the fact that every available climate change
strategy would result in net harm to persons would not be a sufficient condition for it to be the
case that we ought to adopt that strategy that would result in the least net harm to persons.
Given the possibility of such a view, I will not here defend the claim that, in situations in
which all available climate change strategies would result in net harm, one has an all-thingsconsidered ethical reason to adopt the strategy that would result in the least net harm. Instead, I
suggest that, in such situations, one has at least a very strong, pro tanto ethical reason to adopt
the least harmful strategy. Moreover, even those who deny that P7 is true could treat the
principle stated in P7 as what Christine Korsgaard calls a “provisionally universal principle.”
Unlike an “absolutely universal principle,” which holds without exception, a provisionally
universal principle “applies to every case of a certain sort, unless there is some good reason why
not” (Korsgaard 2009, 73). By treating P7 as a provisionally universal principle, one can
recognize that it gives one not only a pro tanto ethical reason to adopt the strategy that would
result in the least net harm, but also that, all else of ethical relevance being equal among
available strategies, one ought to adopt that strategy. Further, given that the principle is
provisionally universal, one can also recognize that there might be competing ethical reasons that
could override this principle. For example, if it is not the case that all else of ethical relevance is
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equal among available strategies (e.g., because the strategy resulting in the least net harm also
would result in a distributively unjust outcome, whereas other strategies would not), then there
might be a good reason why the principle does not apply in that case. In such a situation,
concerns about distributive justice might give one an ethical reason to adopt a strategy that does
not result in the least net harm. I do not take a position in this paper on whether that is the case.
However, even if this is true, the principle contained in P7, understood as provisionally
universal, nonetheless offers a plausible guide: if every available climate change strategy would
result in net harm to persons, then we ought to adopt that strategy which would result in the least
net harm to persons, unless there is a sufficiently good ethical reason why we ought not to do
so. 11
One might counter that similar pro tanto provisions could be used to salvage the ethical
principles critiqued in A1-3. For example, while it might be implausible to treat P2 (i.e., that we
ought not to do anything that could result in harm to some persons) as an absolutely universal
principle, it might be perfectly reasonable to hold that we have a pro tanto ethical reason not to
do anything that could result in harm to some persons, although that reason could be over-ridden
by competing considerations. This version of the principle in P2 would not be prone to the
objection raised above, namely that it would proscribe virtually all actions. Similar pro tanto
conditions could be attached to the principles in P4 and P6, likewise immunizing them from the
corresponding objections discussed above. In that case, one might ask, why should we prefer a
pro tanto version of the principle in P7 to a pro tanto version of one of these other principles?
Two different replies seem appropriate here. First, I have left it an open question whether
the principle in P7 provides a pro tanto ethical reason or an all-things-considered ethical reason.
If it is the latter, as some consequentialists might hold, then the question of why we should prefer
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a pro tanto P7 to a pro tanto P2, P4, or P6 does not arise. Second, even on a pro tanto
interpretation, a major advantage of P7 over the other principles is that it would seem to provide
superior action-guidance in relevant cases, such as climate emergencies. While it might be the
case that we have pro tanto ethical reasons not to do anything that risks harm (P2) or results in
harm (P4), these reasons are presumably over-ridden with regularity, since virtually any action
risks harm and many harmful actions seem ethically permissible (e.g., providing chemotherapy
to a patient). In particular, appealing to pro tanto versions of P2 and P4 would not be very
helpful in deciding among competing climate change strategies, given that all of them are
virtually certain both to risk harm and result in harm to some persons. For the purposes of
choosing a climate change strategy, P2 and P4 arguably do not provide any action-guidance at
all, since they merely counsel that we have pro tanto reasons not to choose any of the available
options, thus giving no reason to prefer some strategies over others.
A pro tanto version of P6 fares somewhat better here, as it specific to the issue of climate
change and takes into account the possibility that different strategies could be harmful to varying
degrees. However, a pro tanto version of P7 seems more helpful still, because it provides
superior action-guidance in climate emergency scenarios. In cases in which all available climate
strategies would result in net harm to persons, we would want to know what we have good
ethical reason to do, not merely what we have good ethical reasons not to do. Even in their pro
tanto permutations, P2, P4, and P6 all hold that we have reason not to perform some kind of
action, remaining silent on what we should do instead. Conversely, a pro tanto version of P7
holds that, in such cases, we have an ethical reason to adopt that climate change strategy that
would result in the least net harm to persons. Thus, P7 seems more helpfully action-guiding than
these other principles.
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Perhaps the more controversial claim in A4 is P8, which holds that all available climate
change strategies would result in net harm to persons. This premise is uncertain and, like P5
above, might be true at some points in time yet false at others. One might argue that P8 is false at
present, perhaps because mitigation or adaptation strategies could still secure outcomes that are
on balance beneficial to persons. Yet it is not difficult to envision realistic, relatively near-future
scenarios in which P8 is true. Such cases are not merely far-fetched intuition pumps. If highemitting states continue to make little headway in cutting greenhouse gas emissions during (say)
the next few decades, then we can reasonably expect to commit ourselves to dangerous climate
change in the future (IPCC 2007b, 8, 14), including elevated risks of threshold events or “tipping
points” in the climate. Possible threshold events include melting permafrost causing the release
of vast quantities of methane that in turn lead to increased global warming through a positive
feedback loop (Heimann and Reichstein 2008), the shutdown of the oceans’ meridonal
overturning circulation (Keller, Bolker, and Bradford 2004), or the collapse of polar ice sheets
(MacCracken 2009). In such a scenario, it is plausible to expect that all available courses of
action would be on balance harmful. First, doing nothing in such a situation is likely to result in
net harm, due to the severe harms associated with ocean acidification, severe weather events,
sea-level rise, and possible threshold events (IPCC 2007b). Second, given inertia in the climate
system, emissions mitigation would be unable to avert or reduce those harmful impacts to which
we are already committed due to past emissions (Solomon et al. 2009; Wetherald 2001). If these
committed impacts are on balance harmful, as seems plausible given the severe harms just
mentioned, then a mitigation strategy likewise would result in net harm. 12 Third, there are limits
to how much harm could be averted via adaptation techniques, especially in the case of high
impact threshold events, such as a shutdown of the meridonal overturning circulation in the
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Earth’s oceans (Keller, Bolker, and Bradford 2004). Moreover, adaptation strategies are likely to
carry substantial costs (IPCC 2007a, 13) and significant hardships of their own, such as in the
case of climate migrants fleeing the effects of rising sea levels (Byravan and Rajan 2010). In a
future scenario in which we are committed to dangerous climate change and in which there are
elevated risks of threshold events, it is not outlandish to expect that adaptation strategies would
be insufficient to avoid net harm. Finally, given the various disadvantages of geoengineering
(e.g., that AG would not address all harmful impacts of climate change and that it carries
substantial risks of its own), we may reasonably assume that adopting a geoengineering strategy
in such a future scenario would likewise result in net harm. Arguably then, if emissions are not
substantially reduced soon, P8 might become true in the future, even if it is false at present.
While this cannot be predicted with certainty, it seems plausible to believe that, given the lack of
serious progress on mitigating emissions, we are on course for such a scenario.

Which Strategy Would Result in the Least Net Harm?
I have suggested that the principle contained in P7 is a more helpful guide to considering
the ethics of AG than any of the principles contained in A1-3. This is because the principle in P7,
whether it is conceived as an absolutely or provisionally universal principle, is both more
plausible than those in P2, P4, and P6 and is more helpfully action-guiding than those other
principles. Moreover, many of those who propose further research on AG argue that it could be
an attractive strategy in climate emergency scenarios, such as those involving certain threshold
events in the climate (Crutzen 2006; Keith, Parson, and Morgan 2010). As argued above, it is
plausible to think that such scenarios would be situations in which all available climate change
strategies would on balance be harmful, such as by causing substantial harm to some while
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delivering little or no benefit for others. Moreover, it might be the case that neither mitigation
nor adaptation strategies would be able to avoid this net harm, for the reasons discussed above.
Especially if a threshold collapse is imminent, it could be too late either for mitigation efforts to
avert a tipping point or for adaptation measures adequately to prepare for it.
In such a scenario, it makes sense to examine which available climate change strategy
would best minimize the net harm. There is some prima facie evidence that AG could be (or be
part of) that strategy in such situations. Given that it has a fast cooling effect (Keith, Parson, and
Morgan 2010), AG might be able to avert otherwise-imminent threshold collapses before they
occur, thus avoiding the harm that otherwise would result from such events. 13 For example, by
rapidly cooling the Earth, AG might be able to halt the release of large quantities of methane
from melting Arctic tundra (Morgan and Ricke 2011, 14), avert an impending collapse of polar
ice sheets (MacCracken 2009; Irvine et al. 2009), or avoid a shutdown of the meridonal
overturning circulation (Crutzen 2006, 241; MacCracken 2006). Even if AG would result in net
harm to persons, this might be substantially less than the net harm that would result from
allowing these threshold collapses to occur. Moreover, in such an emergency scenario, the
resulting net harm of AG might also be less than that resulting from mitigation, adaptation, or
other geoengineering strategies, since non-AG strategies are unlikely to avoid or diminish the
impacts of an imminent threshold collapse. Hence, in such a scenario, AG could be on balance
less harmful than all other available strategies. If the principle in P7 is an absolutely universal
principle, then AG ought to be deployed in that scenario. However, even if the principle in P7 is
only a provisionally universal principle, it still provides a powerful, pro tanto ethical reason to
deploy AG in such a scenario, although there might be countervailing ethical reasons why AG
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ought not be deployed. In that case, the weight of these competing ethical reasons would need to
be considered in order to decide what ought to be done.

Further Research.
Much work remains to be done on AG. Further research is needed to reduce uncertainty
about the potential impacts of AG, perhaps revealing that AG would be significantly more or less
harmful than currently thought. More research also could help to devise ways in which the harm
resulting from AG could be reduced. Examples might include coupling AG with emissions
mitigation (Wigley 2006), compensating those who are harmed by AG deployment (Bunzl
2011), and/or establishing an international treaty to reduce the risk of unilateral AG (Victor
2008). 14 Further research also is needed to address questions concerning both the permissibility
of AG deployment, as I have attempted to do here, and the ethics of researching AG (Morrow,
Kopp, and Oppenheimer 2009). For example, field tests of AG would involve stratospheric
aerosol injections and hence carry their own risks of harm, thus raising questions of what
conditions must be met in order for field tests to be permissible, whether victims of such tests
would be compensated, how research decisions ought to be made, and so on (Tuana et al. 2011).
Moreover, Gardiner (2010) raises a number of worries about what he calls the “Arm the Future
Argument,” according to which substantial research on AG should proceed soon, both because
there is a high probability of a climate emergency scenario in the future and because AG
deployment would be the least bad option in such a scenario. Gardiner claims that this argument
does not by itself provide a definitive case for conducting AG research because it overlooks
important issues, such as that AG research could pose a moral hazard, that there could be nongeoengineering options for dealing with an emergency scenario, and that political inertia could
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lead to unjust uses of AG if it is researched, among others (Gardiner 2010, 291-295). 15 In this
paper, I have not addressed ethical questions regarding research on AG, but such questions are
obviously important and require careful consideration.

Closing Comments.
I have not argued in this paper that AG ought to be deployed. Instead, I have argued for a
conditional claim: if we were in a situation in which all available climate change strategies were
on balance harmful, and if AG was (or was part of) the strategy that would be on balance least
harmful, then we have at least a powerful, pro tanto ethical reason to deploy AG. 16 Moreover, I
have suggested that certain climate emergency scenarios, particularly those involving threshold
collapses, are plausibly taken to be situations in which both these conditions are satisfied,
although this would need to be determined in each particular case. Finally, I have proposed that
such emergency scenarios are not merely far-fetched possibilities. Given current emissions
trajectories, it is not implausible to expect both a future scenario in which all available climate
change strategies would result in net harm and that AG would be (or be part of) the strategy
resulting in the least net harm. The upshot of all this is that, despite the risks of substantial harm
associated with AG, it is not clearly the case that AG ought not to be deployed. On the contrary,
there are plausible cases in which AG is ethically preferable to available alternatives.
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1

Throughout this paper, I focus on harm to persons rather than harm to non-persons. This is
because (1) I lack space to consider harm to non-human animals, flora, or ecosystems, and (2)
there has been little scientific research on the impacts AG could have on non-humans, thus
making it difficult to comment on such potential harm.

2

Moreover, given that the atmospheric lifetime of sulfate precursor aerosols is measured in years
rather than centuries or millennia (Robock 2000), the cooling effect of AG perhaps could be
discontinued relatively quickly if it was found to have harmful impacts (Keith, Parson, and
Morgan 2010), although it is unclear whether a rapid shutdown of AG could be performed safely
(Irvine, Sriver, and Keller 2012).
3

To take just one example, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warns,
“Towards the end of the 21st century, projected sea-level rise will affect low-lying coastal areas
with large populations [in Africa]. The cost of adaptation could amount to at least 5-10% of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)” (IPCC 2007a, 13).
4

Others disadvantages of AG include the potential for sulfate aerosols to cause ozone depletion
(Tilmes, Müller, and Salawitch 2008) and the possibility that researching AG poses a moral
hazard (Bunzl 2009).
5

I add here that ocean acidification also poses a serious obstacle to AG meeting the requirements
of distributive justice, as it could harm some persons much more than others.
6

P2 would seem to be entailed by certain strong versions of the precautionary principle. For
discussion, see Gardiner (2006).
7

Strictly speaking, some of these strategies would not cause persons to be harmed but would
only allow them to be harmed. I lack space in this paper to consider whether there is a morally
relevant distinction between doing and allowing (see Singer 1972; Scheffler 2004).
8

Moreover, as I discuss later in this paper, ethical principles that are specific to climate change
would seem to offer superior action-guidance when it comes to deciding what climate change
strategy to adopt.
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9

I am not claiming that there is in fact some climate change strategy that both causes more harm
than some other strategy and is on balance more beneficial than that other strategy. That is an
open question.
10

On way to address or at least ameliorate this potential problem is to compensate those victims
of AG who receive a distributively unjust allocation of harms. One might argue, for example,
that beneficiaries of AG have a responsibility to remunerate those who are harmed by AG. This
could go some distance in at least reducing violations of distributive justice.
11

Stated this way, the argument would need to be reformulated in order to maintain the same
conclusion (call this A5):
P9: If every available climate change strategy would result in net harm to persons,
then we ought to adopt that strategy that would result in the least net harm
to persons, unless there is a sufficiently good ethical reason why we ought
not to do so.
P10: It is not the case that there is a sufficiently good ethical reason why we ought
not to adopt that strategy that would result in the least net harm to persons
P11: Therefore, if every available climate change strategy would result in net
harm to persons, then we ought to adopt that strategy that would result in
the least net harm to persons.
P12: Every available climate change strategy would result in net harm to persons.
C5: Therefore we ought to adopt that strategy that would result in the least net
harm to persons.
I am not here endorsing this argument. P10 is controversial and I do not know whether it is (or,
in certain scenarios, would be) true. Moreover, A4 might be sound, in which case the extra
premises provided by A5 would be superfluous.
12

This is not to deny that we still would have ethical reasons to pursue emissions mitigation (e.g.
for the sake of more distant future generations), perhaps as part of a hybrid mitigationgeoengineering strategy (Wigley 2006).
13

It is currently an open question how well imminent threshold collapses could be predicted
prior to their occurrence. Such events might not be recognized with sufficient time left to deploy
geoengineering (Tuana et al. 2011). This could make it difficult to determine at a particular time
whether P8 is true, thus raising application problems for the proponent of deploying AG in
emergency scenarios.

14

Such further research is highly unlikely to remove all uncertainty, of course. Nonetheless, it
can reduce uncertainty about these various issues. This is surely a desirable goal, since it would
allow us better to assess both the impacts of different strategies and their propensity to result in
harm or benefit.
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15

Initially, it might seem that Gardiner’s critique also applies to my thesis in this paper, namely
that it could be the case that AG ought to be deployed in climate emergency scenarios. However,
Gardiner’s major objection to the “Arm the Future Argument” is that it does not by itself provide
a definitive basis to proceed with AG research. Even if this is true, the objection does not
challenge my thesis that it could be the case that AG ought to be deployed in climate emergency
scenarios.
16

Some have asked whether, given uncertainty about climate change and the impacts of AG, it
would be more appropriate to rely on an ethical principle that somehow countenances the risks
associated with different strategies. While considerations of risk are important, I view them as
distinct from identifying an appropriate ethical principle regarding whether or not AG ought to
be deployed in certain scenarios. Due to uncertainty within some scenario, it might be unclear
whether or not AG would result in less net harm than other strategies. In that case, deploying AG
would risk resulting in more net harm than other strategies. This seems to be an epistemic issue,
insofar as it could be very challenging in some scenarios to determine the relative harms and
benefits of AG.
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